
Abstract 

Framing is the way the media pack an information on an event that occurred. using the selection 
information, protrusion aspect, the selection issue, the choice of words and the negation of the 
information that should be displayed Issues about LGBT in Indonesia back into public attention. This 
caused by the news media about SGRC- UI group that provides counseling to LGBT groups on January 

21, 2016 until January 27, 2016. There is differences news framing between the two media, 
republika.co.id preach with the title "Gay and Lesbian Counseling by UI Student caused a stir in 
social media" while okezone.com preach with the title "UI Does Not Admit SGRC Group that 
Supporting LGBT ". The purpose of framing is to create some image, impression or a certain meaning 
towards an event according to what media desire This research discusses how online media 
Republika.co.id and Okezone.com do issues selection and  protrusion aspects at news case SGRC-UI 

related to LGBT  issues in Indonesia. This research uses a constructivist paradigm and a qualitative 
method This research uses a framing analysis approach. Framing Analysis is a text analysis media 
which are descriptive and used to see how the event conceived and framed by the media. Framing 
Model analysis that being used is Robert Entman framing analysis model. This model is used to 
describe the process of selection and showing off certain aspects of reality that are made by the media. 
The results of this research is the issue of Selection by republika.co.id is more refer to the problem of 

the existence of the support group and the LGBT community on campus with highlighting aspects that 
displays the information that showed that the SGRC-UI support LGBT and a people trying to do 
acceptance in society. While the Selection Issues by okezone.com is more refer to the problem of 
whether SGRC-UI official authorized or not in organizing activities with highlighting aspects more to 
the selection of speakers who stressed the problems on SGRC - UI that does not have permission from 
university to carry out its activities. 
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